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The moment they saw each other, Bean and Ivy knew they wouldn't be friends. But when Bean
plays a joke on her sister, Nancy, and has to hide, quick! Ivy comes to the rescue, proving that
sometimes the best of friends are people never meant to like each other. Vibrant characters and
lots of humor make this a charming - and addictive - introduction to a new series.Includes bonus
material!- Sneak peek chapter from the next book in the Ivy + Bean series Ivy and Bean and the
Ghost That Had to Go by Annie Barrows, illustrated by Sophie Blackall

“Lee Child’s Reacher series has hit Book No. 20 with a resounding peal of wisecracking glee.
Everything about it, starting with Reacher’s nose for bad news, is as strong as ever. . . . The big
guy’s definitely on the upswing. The guy who writes about him is too.”—Janet Maslin, The New
York Times “Lee Child has another winner with Make Me. . . . There’s a reason why Child is
considered the best of the best in the thriller genre: He can take all these strange elements and
clichés and make them compelling and original.”—Associated Press “A superb thriller.”—New
York Daily News “Child’s complete command of the story makes this thriller work brilliantly.”—
Publishers Weekly (starred review)“I’ve read all twenty of Lee Child’s novels. Maybe there’s
something wrong with me. But I can’t wait for the twenty-first.”—Malcolm Gladwell, The New
Yorker “[The Reacher series] is the current gold standard in the genre. . . . In Make Me Lee Child
delivers another Jack Reacher specialty; the total knockout.”—Dayton Daily News “Child serves
up wingding plots, pithy dialogue, extraordinary background on intriguing topics, and cunningly
constructed suspense. But what keeps us coming back—by the millions—is the chance to walk
around in the skin of that big guy in the middle of everything.”—The Oregonian “A dark thriller . . .
Lee Child’s Make Me, the twentieth in his wildly popular Jack Reacher series, delivers exactly
what readers have come to expect from the perennial bestselling author: interesting characters,
tight plots and page-turning action. . . . Readers won’t be disappointed.”—Minneapolis Star
Tribune “Jack Reacher is back. . . . Readers new to this series will find this book a good starting
point, and fans will be pleased to see Jack again.”—LibraryReads (Top Ten Pick) “The reigning
champ ups the ante. . . . Yes, there’s breakneck action, but what gives this one its zing is the
multilayered plot. . . . The beguiling Chang offers a new treat for series fans as well, and a
surprise at the end will keep readers short of breath until the next installment begins.”—Booklist
(starred review) “This series remains as compulsively readable as ever. Child is a master of
pacing, stretching out the mystery through short chapters that give rise to bursts of well-
choreographed violence. . . . Of course, the biggest strength is Reacher himself: impassive,
analytical, secretly romantic, and relentlessly honorable. It’s impossible not to root for him. . . .
Reacher is still going strong. Will satisfy fans—and newcomers, too.”—Kirkus ReviewsAbout the
AuthorLee Child is the author of twenty New York Times bestselling Jack Reacher thrillers,



eleven of which have reached the #1 position. All have been optioned for major motion pictures;
the first, Jack Reacher, was based on One Shot. Foreign rights in the Reacher series have sold
in almost a hundred territories. A native of England and a former television director, Lee Child
lives in New York City.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1Moving
a guy as big as Keever wasn’t easy. It was like trying to wrestle a king--size mattress off a
waterbed. So they buried him close to the house. Which made sense anyway. The harvest was
still a month away, and a disturbance in a field would show up from the air. And they would use
the air, for a guy like Keever. They would use search planes, and helicopters, and maybe even
drones.They started at midnight, which they thought was safe enough. They were in the middle
of ten thousand acres of nothingness, and the only man--made structure their side of any
horizon was the railroad track to the east, but midnight was five hours after the evening train and
seven hours before the morning train. Therefore, no prying eyes. Their backhoe had four
spotlights on a bar above the cab, the same way kids pimped their pick--up trucks, and together
the four beams made a wide pool of halogen brightness. Therefore, visibility was not a problem
either. They started the hole in the hog pen, which was a permanent disturbance all by itself.
Each hog weighed two hundred pounds, and each hog had four feet. The dirt was always
chewed up. Nothing to see from the air, not even with a thermal camera. The picture would white
out instantly, from the steaming animals themselves, and their steaming piles and pools of
waste.Safe enough.Hogs were rooting animals, so they made sure the hole was deep. Which
was not a problem either. Their backhoe’s arm was long, and it bit rhythmically, in fluent
articulated seven--foot scoops, the hydraulic rams glinting in the electric light, the engine
straining and roaring and pausing, the cab falling and rising, as each bucket--load was dumped
aside. When the hole was done they backed the machine up and turned it around and used the
front bucket to push Keever into his grave, scraping him, rolling him, covering his body with dirt,
until finally it fell over the lip and thumped down into the electric shadows.Only one thing went
wrong, and it happened right then.The evening train came through five hours late. The next
morning they heard on the AM station that a broken locomotive had caused a jam a hundred
miles south. But they didn’t know that at the time. All they heard was the mournful whistle at the
distant crossing, and then all they could do was turn and stare, at the long lit cars rumbling past
in the middle distance, one after the other, like a vision in a dream, seemingly forever. But
eventually the train was gone, and the rails sang for a minute more, and then the tail light was
swallowed by the midnight darkness, and they turned back to their task.Twenty miles north the
train slowed, and slowed, and then eased to a hissing stop, and the doors sucked open, and
Jack Reacher stepped down to a concrete ramp in front of a grain elevator as big as an
apartment house. To his left were four more elevators, all of them bigger than the first, and to his
right was an enormous metal shed the size of an airplane hangar. There were vapor lights on
poles, set at regular intervals, and they cut cones of yellow in the darkness. There was mist in
the nighttime air, like a note on a calendar. The end of summer was coming. Fall was on its
way.Reacher stood still and behind him the train moved away without him, straining, grinding,



settling to a slow rat--a--tat rhythm, and then accelerating, its building slipstream pulling at his
clothes. He was the only passenger who had gotten out. Which was not surprising. The place
was no kind of a commuter hub. It was all agricultural. What token passenger facilities it had
were wedged between the last elevator and the huge shed, and were limited to a compact
building, which seemed to have both a ticket window and benches for waiting. It was built in a
traditional railroad style, and it looked like a child’s toy, temporarily set down between two shiny
oil drums.But on a sign board running its whole length was written the reason Reacher was
there: Mother’s Rest. Which he had seen on a map, and which he thought was a great name for
a railroad stop. He figured the line must cross an ancient wagon train trail, right there, where
something had happened long ago. Maybe a young pregnant woman went into labor. The
jostling could not have helped. Maybe the wagon train stopped for a couple of weeks. Or a
month. Maybe someone remembered the place years later. A descendant, perhaps. A family
legend. Maybe there was a one--room museum.Or perhaps there was a sadder interpretation.
Maybe they had buried a woman there. Too old to make it. In which case there would be a
commemorative stone.Either way Reacher figured he might as well find out. He had no place to
go, and all the time in the world to get there, so detours cost him nothing. Which is why he got
out of the train. To a sense of disappointment, initially. His expectations had been way off base.
He had pictured a couple of dusty houses, and a lonely one--horse corral. And the one--room
museum, maybe run part--time and volunteer by an old guy from one of the houses. Or the
headstone, maybe marble, behind a square wrought--iron fence.He had not expected the
immense agricultural infrastructure. He should have, he supposed. Grain, meet the railroad. It
had to be loaded somewhere. Billions of bushels and millions of tons each year. He stepped left
and looked through a gap between structures. The view was dark, but he could sense a rough
semicircle of habitation. Houses, obviously, for the depot workers. He could see lights, which he
hoped were a motel, or a diner, or both.He walked to the exit, skirting the pools of vapor light
purely out of habit, but he saw that the last lamp was unavoidable, because it was set directly
above the exit gate. So he saved himself a further perimeter diversion by walking through the
next--to--last pool of light, too.At which point a woman stepped out of the shadows.She came
toward him with a distinctive burst of energy, two fast paces, eager, like she was pleased to see
him. Her body language was all about relief.Then it wasn’t. Then it was all about disappointment.
She stopped dead, and she said, “Oh.”She was Asian. But not petite. Five--nine, maybe, or even
five-- ten. And built to match. Not a bone in sight. No kind of a willowy waif. She was about forty,
Reacher guessed, with black hair worn long, jeans and a T--shirt under a short cotton coat. She
had lace--up shoes on her feet.He said, “Good evening, ma’am.”She was looking past his
shoulder.He said, “I’m the only passenger.”She looked him in the eye.He said, “No one else got
out of the train. So I guess your friend isn’t coming.”“My friend?” she said. A neutral kind of
accent. Regular American. The kind he heard everywhere.He said, “Why else would a person be
here, except to meet the train? No point in coming otherwise. I guess normally there would be
nothing to see at midnight.”She didn’t answer.He said, “Don’t tell me you’ve been waiting here



since seven o’clock.”“I didn’t know the train was late,” she said. “There’s no cell signal here. And
no one from the railroad, to tell you anything. And I guess the Pony Express is out sick today.”“He
wasn’t in my car. Or the next two, either.”“Who wasn’t?”“Your friend.”“You don’t know what he
looks like.”“He’s a big guy,” Reacher said. “That’s why you jumped out when you saw me. You
thought I was him. For a second, anyway. And there were no big guys in my car. Or the next
two.”“When is the next train?”“Seven in the morning.”She said, “Who are you and why have you
come here?”“I’m just a guy passing through.”“The train passed through. Not you. You got
out.”“You know anything about this place?”“Not a thing.”“Have you seen a museum or a
gravestone?”“Why are you here?”“Who’s asking?”She paused a beat, and said,
“Nobody.”Reacher said, “Is there a motel in town?”“I’m staying there.”“How is it?”“It’s a
motel.”“Works for me,” Reacher said. “Does it have vacancies?”“I’d be amazed if it didn’t.”“OK,
you can show me the way. Don’t wait here all night. I’ll be up by first light. I’ll knock on your door
as I leave. Hopefully your friend will be here in the morning.”The woman said nothing. She just
glanced at the silent rails one more time, and then turned around and led the way through the
exit gate.Read more
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For Clio, of course, but also for Claire, Keith, Maddy, Sam, Vincenzo, Melissa, Quinn, Chephren
(and Jennifer Ennifer), Noah, Jonathan, Raejean, Dominic, Tanisha, Veronica, Christopher,
Gabi, Xenia, Paul, and Amber —A. B.For Olive and Eggy —S. B.Text © 2006 by Annie
Barrows.Illustrations © 2006 by Sophie Blackall.All rights reserved.Book design by Sara
Gillingham.Typeset in Candida and Blockhead.The illustrations in this book were rendered in
Chinese ink.Chronicle Books LLC680 Second Street, San Francisco, California
94107CONTENTSNO THANKS 7BEAN HATCHES A PLAN 13THE GHOST OF PANCAKE
COURT 21BEAN MEETS IVY 29IVY HATCHES A PLAN 41BEWARE 53EASY-PEASY
69BEAN’S BACKYARD 83THE SPELL 95NO DESSERT 105NO THANKSBefore Bean met Ivy,
she didn’t like her. Bean’s mother was always saying that Bean should try playing with the new
girl across the street. But Bean didn’t want to.“She’s seven years old, just like you,” said her
mother. “And she seems like such a nice girl. You could be friends.”“I already have friends,” said
Bean. And that was true. Bean did have a lot of friends. But, really, she didn’t want to play with
Ivy because her mother was right—Ivy did seem like such a nice girl. Even from across the street
she looked nice. But nice, Bean knew, is another word for boring.Ivy sat nicely on her front steps.
Bean zipped around her yard and yelled. Ivy had long, curly red hair pushed back with a sparkly
headband. Bean’s hair was black, and it only came to her chin because it got tangled if it was
any longer. When Bean put on a headband, it fell off. Ivy wore a dress every day. Bean wore a
dress when her mother made her. Ivy was always reading a big book. Bean never read big
books. Reading made her jumpy.Bean was sure that Ivy never stomped in puddles. She was
sure that Ivy never smashed rocks to find gold.She was sure that Ivy had never once in her
whole life climbed a tree and fallen out. Bean got bored just looking at her.So when her mother
said she should play with Ivy, Bean just shook her head. “No thanks,” she said.“You could give it
a try. You might like her,” said Bean’s mom.“All aboard! Next train for Boring is leaving now!”
yelled Bean.Her mother frowned. “That’s not very nice, Bean.”“I was nice. I said no thanks,” said
Bean. “I just don’t want to. Okay?”“Okay, okay.” Her mother sighed. “Have it your way.”So for
weeks and weeks, Bean didn’t play with Ivy. But one day something happened that changed her
mind.BEAN HATCHES A PLANIt all began because Bean was playing a trick on her older
sister.Bean’s older sister was named Nancy. She was eleven. Nancy thought Bean was a pain
and a pest. Bean thought Nancy was a booger-head. Ever since she turned eleven, Nancy had
been acting like she was Bean’s mother. She ordered Bean around in a grown-up voice: “Comb
your hair.” “No more pretzels.” “Brush your teeth.” “Say please.”Bean’s mother said that Nancy
was going through a stage. Bean knew what that meant. That meant Nancy was bossy. Bean
also knew that nobody likes bossy kids, so she was trying to help Nancy be done with her stage.
Here’s how she helped: She bugged Nancy until Nancy freaked out. Bean thought this was
pretty helpful.The afternoon that Bean got her great idea, she was shopping with her mom and
Nancy.Actually, Bean was being dragged along by her mom and Nancy. Bean hated shopping.



Nancy loved, loved, loved it.For Clio, of course, but also for Claire, Keith, Maddy, Sam, Vincenzo,
Melissa, Quinn, Chephren (and Jennifer Ennifer), Noah, Jonathan, Raejean, Dominic, Tanisha,
Veronica, Christopher, Gabi, Xenia, Paul, and Amber —A. B.For Olive and Eggy —S. B.For Clio,
of course, but also for Claire, Keith, Maddy, Sam, Vincenzo, Melissa, Quinn, Chephren (and
Jennifer Ennifer), Noah, Jonathan, Raejean, Dominic, Tanisha, Veronica, Christopher, Gabi,
Xenia, Paul, and Amber —A. B.For Olive and Eggy —S. B.Text © 2006 by Annie
Barrows.Illustrations © 2006 by Sophie Blackall.All rights reserved.Book design by Sara
Gillingham.Typeset in Candida and Blockhead.The illustrations in this book were rendered in
Chinese ink.Chronicle Books LLC680 Second Street, San Francisco, California 94107Text ©
2006 by Annie Barrows.Illustrations © 2006 by Sophie Blackall.All rights reserved.Book design
by Sara Gillingham.Typeset in Candida and Blockhead.The illustrations in this book were
rendered in Chinese ink.Chronicle Books LLC680 Second Street, San Francisco, California
94107Text © 2006 by Annie Barrows.Illustrations © 2006 by Sophie Blackall.All rights
reserved.Book design by Sara Gillingham.Typeset in Candida and Blockhead.The illustrations in
this book were rendered in Chinese ink.ISBN: 978-0-8118-4909-8 (pb)ISBN:
978-0-8118-7651-3 (epub, mobi)Chronicle Books LLC680 Second Street, San Francisco,
California 94107CONTENTSNO THANKS 7BEAN HATCHES A PLAN 13THE GHOST OF
PANCAKE COURT 21BEAN MEETS IVY 29IVY HATCHES A PLAN 41BEWARE 53EASY-
PEASY 69BEAN’S BACKYARD 83THE SPELL 95NO DESSERT 105CONTENTSNO THANKS
7BEAN HATCHES A PLAN 13THE GHOST OF PANCAKE COURT 21BEAN MEETS IVY 29IVY
HATCHES A PLAN 41BEWARE 53EASY-PEASY 69BEAN’S BACKYARD 83THE SPELL 95NO
DESSERT 105CONTENTSNO THANKS 7BEAN HATCHES A PLAN 13THE GHOST OF
PANCAKE COURT 21BEAN MEETS IVY 29IVY HATCHES A PLAN 41BEWARE 53EASY-
PEASY 69BEAN’S BACKYARD 83THE SPELL 95NO DESSERT 105NO THANKSBefore Bean
met Ivy, she didn’t like her. Bean’s mother was always saying that Bean should try playing with
the new girl across the street. But Bean didn’t want to.“She’s seven years old, just like you,” said
her mother. “And she seems like such a nice girl. You could be friends.”“I already have friends,”
said Bean. And that was true. Bean did have a lot of friends. But, really, she didn’t want to play
with Ivy because her mother was right—Ivy did seem like such a nice girl. Even from across the
street she looked nice. But nice, Bean knew, is another word for boring.Ivy sat nicely on her front
steps. Bean zipped around her yard and yelled. Ivy had long, curly red hair pushed back with a
sparkly headband. Bean’s hair was black, and it only came to her chin because it got tangled if it
was any longer. When Bean put on a headband, it fell off. Ivy wore a dress every day. Bean wore
a dress when her mother made her. Ivy was always reading a big book. Bean never read big
books. Reading made her jumpy.Bean was sure that Ivy never stomped in puddles. She was
sure that Ivy never smashed rocks to find gold.She was sure that Ivy had never once in her
whole life climbed a tree and fallen out. Bean got bored just looking at her.So when her mother
said she should play with Ivy, Bean just shook her head. “No thanks,” she said.“You could give it
a try. You might like her,” said Bean’s mom.“All aboard! Next train for Boring is leaving now!”



yelled Bean.Her mother frowned. “That’s not very nice, Bean.”“I was nice. I said no thanks,” said
Bean. “I just don’t want to. Okay?”“Okay, okay.” Her mother sighed. “Have it your way.”So for
weeks and weeks, Bean didn’t play with Ivy. But one day something happened that changed her
mind.NO THANKSBefore Bean met Ivy, she didn’t like her. Bean’s mother was always saying
that Bean should try playing with the new girl across the street. But Bean didn’t want to.“She’s
seven years old, just like you,” said her mother. “And she seems like such a nice girl. You could
be friends.”“I already have friends,” said Bean. And that was true. Bean did have a lot of friends.
But, really, she didn’t want to play with Ivy because her mother was right—Ivy did seem like such
a nice girl. Even from across the street she looked nice. But nice, Bean knew, is another word for
boring.Ivy sat nicely on her front steps. Bean zipped around her yard and yelled. Ivy had long,
curly red hair pushed back with a sparkly headband. Bean’s hair was black, and it only came to
her chin because it got tangled if it was any longer. When Bean put on a headband, it fell off. Ivy
wore a dress every day. Bean wore a dress when her mother made her. Ivy was always reading a
big book. Bean never read big books. Reading made her jumpy.Bean was sure that Ivy never
stomped in puddles. She was sure that Ivy never smashed rocks to find gold.She was sure that
Ivy had never once in her whole life climbed a tree and fallen out. Bean got bored just looking at
her.So when her mother said she should play with Ivy, Bean just shook her head. “No thanks,”
she said.“You could give it a try. You might like her,” said Bean’s mom.“All aboard! Next train for
Boring is leaving now!” yelled Bean.Her mother frowned. “That’s not very nice, Bean.”“I was nice.
I said no thanks,” said Bean. “I just don’t want to. Okay?”“Okay, okay.” Her mother sighed. “Have it
your way.”So for weeks and weeks, Bean didn’t play with Ivy. But one day something happened
that changed her mind.NO THANKSBefore Bean met Ivy, she didn’t like her. Bean’s mother was
always saying that Bean should try playing with the new girl across the street. But Bean didn’t
want to.“She’s seven years old, just like you,” said her mother. “And she seems like such a nice
girl. You could be friends.”“I already have friends,” said Bean. And that was true. Bean did have a
lot of friends. But, really, she didn’t want to play with Ivy because her mother was right—Ivy did
seem like such a nice girl. Even from across the street she looked nice. But nice, Bean knew, is
another word for boring.Ivy sat nicely on her front steps. Bean zipped around her yard and
yelled. Ivy had long, curly red hair pushed back with a sparkly headband. Bean’s hair was black,
and it only came to her chin because it got tangled if it was any longer. When Bean put on a
headband, it fell off. Ivy wore a dress every day. Bean wore a dress when her mother made her.
Ivy was always reading a big book. Bean never read big books. Reading made her jumpy.Bean
was sure that Ivy never stomped in puddles. She was sure that Ivy never smashed rocks to find
gold.She was sure that Ivy had never once in her whole life climbed a tree and fallen out. Bean
got bored just looking at her.So when her mother said she should play with Ivy, Bean just shook
her head. “No thanks,” she said.“You could give it a try. You might like her,” said Bean’s mom.“All
aboard! Next train for Boring is leaving now!” yelled Bean.Her mother frowned. “That’s not very
nice, Bean.”“I was nice. I said no thanks,” said Bean. “I just don’t want to. Okay?”“Okay, okay.” Her
mother sighed. “Have it your way.”So for weeks and weeks, Bean didn’t play with Ivy. But one day



something happened that changed her mind.BEAN HATCHES A PLANIt all began because
Bean was playing a trick on her older sister.Bean’s older sister was named Nancy. She was
eleven. Nancy thought Bean was a pain and a pest. Bean thought Nancy was a booger-head.
Ever since she turned eleven, Nancy had been acting like she was Bean’s mother. She ordered
Bean around in a grown-up voice: “Comb your hair.” “No more pretzels.” “Brush your teeth.” “Say
please.”Bean’s mother said that Nancy was going through a stage. Bean knew what that meant.
That meant Nancy was bossy. Bean also knew that nobody likes bossy kids, so she was trying to
help Nancy be done with her stage. Here’s how she helped: She bugged Nancy until Nancy
freaked out. Bean thought this was pretty helpful.The afternoon that Bean got her great idea, she
was shopping with her mom and Nancy.Actually, Bean was being dragged along by her mom
and Nancy. Bean hated shopping. Nancy loved, loved, loved it.BEAN HATCHES A PLANIt all
began because Bean was playing a trick on her older sister.Bean’s older sister was named
Nancy. She was eleven. Nancy thought Bean was a pain and a pest. Bean thought Nancy was a
booger-head. Ever since she turned eleven, Nancy had been acting like she was Bean’s mother.
She ordered Bean around in a grown-up voice: “Comb your hair.” “No more pretzels.” “Brush your
teeth.” “Say please.”Bean’s mother said that Nancy was going through a stage. Bean knew what
that meant. That meant Nancy was bossy. Bean also knew that nobody likes bossy kids, so she
was trying to help Nancy be done with her stage. Here’s how she helped: She bugged Nancy
until Nancy freaked out. Bean thought this was pretty helpful.The afternoon that Bean got her
great idea, she was shopping with her mom and Nancy.Actually, Bean was being dragged along
by her mom and Nancy. Bean hated shopping. Nancy loved, loved, loved it.BEAN HATCHES A
PLANIt all began because Bean was playing a trick on her older sister.Bean’s older sister was
named Nancy. She was eleven. Nancy thought Bean was a pain and a pest. Bean thought
Nancy was a booger-head. Ever since she turned eleven, Nancy had been acting like she was
Bean’s mother. She ordered Bean around in a grown-up voice: “Comb your hair.” “No more
pretzels.” “Brush your teeth.” “Say please.”Bean’s mother said that Nancy was going through a
stage. Bean knew what that meant. That meant Nancy was bossy. Bean also knew that nobody
likes bossy kids, so she was trying to help Nancy be done with her stage. Here’s how she
helped: She bugged Nancy until Nancy freaked out. Bean thought this was pretty helpful.The
afternoon that Bean got her great idea, she was shopping with her mom and Nancy.Actually,
Bean was being dragged along by her mom and Nancy. Bean hated shopping. Nancy loved,
loved, loved it.
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Logan's girl, “My 8yr old read this book cover to cover in a day!. My daughter couldn’t put this
book down! (She had never read a chapter book before but absolutely loved this book!)
Definitely buying more from this series! ”

Jay K., “Super book for 7-8 year olds. This is the first book in a series about two seven-year-old
girls who develop an unlikely friendship. Ivy and Bean are totally different: Ivy is quiet , and Bean
is her loud neighbor. One day, Bean tries to play a trick on her older sister Nancy and it backfires.
Bean knows she must escape, and she ends up in Ivy's backyard.They quickly become
accomplices against Nancy and her continued efforts to get Bean into trouble. The rest of the
book follows their adventures around Pancake Court. In the end, they realize they have more in
common than either of them had thought. Besides, sometimes don’t opposite personalities
make best of friends?This book is full of silly antics as Ivy and Bean remind us what a child's
imagination can create out of normal neighborhood characters. I won’t spoil the surprise but this
book will surely make you will laugh out loud! My daughter had fun.I think this series would be a
great fit for students who are hesitant about transitioning into chapter books. It's full of friendship
and humor, two things that my daughter can relate to. Many reviewers have said that Ivy and
Bean do not make good role models because they are always getting into mischief, but I would
argue that their mischievous nature is what makes them interesting. Moreover, the type of
"mischief" they get into is not that bad (playing tricks on their siblings and neighbors, etc.) as
long as you are willing to have a conversation with your child about what is and isn't
acceptable.My daughter thoroughly enjoyed it and would be buying more of it.”

J.C.O., “LOVE this book and series: Great for boys and girls learning to become independent
readers.. The book came in a small envelope, well protected but without being wasteful, and in
perfect condition. My daughter already owned the full series. However, she loaned book #1 to a
friend whose dog and toddler sibling chewed it up. She is now 9, an amazing reader, and a bit
nostalgic so she wanted to re-read the series, which led me to repurchase the missing book 1.
She read it again in 1 day. The great thing about this book also is that while it is about 2 girls, it
really appeals to multiple personalities of any gender. My 7yo boy is a reluctant reader at 1st
grade level with a short attention span. He much prefers sports and running around and finding
any way to expend his endless energy. However, he got curious about Ivy and Bean, so we
started reading. He sat and read the entire first chapter to me and then even said "Reading isn't
boring with a book like this!!!!" (I have tried every type of book imaginable with him .... who knew
the trick was under my nose the whole time?!) It is great that he is reading a book with strong,
smart, adventurous female leads also because it continues to counteract any gender
stereotypes that society might try to sneak into his impressionable mind without being a work of
activism. :) Overall, this book and series is a favorite in our household. I read books ~1-3



outloud with my daughter as her first series and then she couldn't wait for our reading time in the
evenings, so she took off finishing the series by herself at school, aftercare, in the morning, any
chance she could get. I look forward to reading them out loud again with my son although I
already caught him tonight reading ahead in his room with his flashlight. I've dreamed of this day
for a long time!  That's definitely a testament to the quality of writing in this series.”

Kid Crazy One, “So cute!. My 8 year old daughter loved this book!! Perfect story for her age
about making new friends. We really enjoyed it.”

Z.E.M., “My daughter loved the story. My daughter loved it”

Teresa Garcia, “When play was simpler.. A long time ago a member of the Trotsdale community
requested me to read and review the first book of Ivy & Bean. I recently finally was able to get my
hands on a copy, and would certainly like to read this in the library.This story starts out with
Bean, your typical tomboy who is very satisfied to have fun. Her mother tries to get her to be
friends with Ivy, who to Bean seems to be your typical Goodie-Two-Shoes and thus dismisses
her. One day however while attempting to play a prank on her older sister Bean finds out that
perhaps Ivy is far more mischief-filled than she had first thought. The reader is then taken on a
wild neighborhood adventure with a humorous conclusion.Regarding the danger that some
might find in the play, such as walking fences, causing people to fall in the mud… I have to say
that these are normal things for children to get up to. Children inherently desire to take risks.
Climbing trees and hiding in bushes is low key. I have noted that more and more people try to
tame and insulate children. Is it any wonder now that the current young generation looks for
escape and outlet via their electronics? This book hearkens back to an earlier time, the sort that
can still be found in some rural communities even if the suburbs and cities try to snuff out
explorative play.I highly recommend this book and series, especially for those that are looking for
a light hearted and swift read. Children’s books don’t have to only be enjoyed by children.”

DS, “A little cheeky but a good read. My 6 year old loved it.”

Michelle, “Lovely books. My granddaughters from 5 , 6 , 8 , 10 years old , love reading these
books.  Great value for money too.”

sue, “arrived on time. this product was exactly as described by the seller”

Allen Grain, “Five Stars. I like the series or rather my grandkids do so I will be continuing in the
series.”

erinangel, “Five Stars. Great book my daughter loves ivy and bean”



The book by Stephanie Madoff Mack has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,546 people have provided
feedback.
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